Why Revive Gaza Farmland Campaign?
The occupation uses food as a tool for subjugation and displacement.

By targeting the agricultural sector, the goal is to create dependence on Israel and other external parties to secure food. Now, the objective is genocide through famine!

60% - 75% of agricultural land destroyed.

Only 1 in 10 people in Gaza eat every day.

Food portions do not exceed 400g a day!
Let's cultivate to combat famine, and safeguard food sovereignty!

Despite the systematic destruction of the agricultural sector, some farmers persevered in cultivating and providing food to local markets. This proved to be a problem for the occupation, which had expected the Gaza Strip to give in as a result of hunger.
With unwavering determination we launched our Revive Gaza Farmland campaign.

We cultivated 111 dunums using a variety of seeds, including tomatoes, cucumbers, eggplants, cantaloupes, bell peppers, chili peppers, and zucchinis, with some already producing harvest. Subsequently, we rehabilitated and cultivated 6.5 dunums, and installed fences, and irrigation systems.
Why is the Revive Gaza Farmland campaign so important?

1. **Enhances food security and nutrition:**
   Increasing the availability of agricultural products will lower prices and reduce dependence on imports and external food assistance.

2. **Improves water security:**
   By raising water use efficiency.
3. Promotes income-generating projects
The campaign supports projects with long-term impacts to supplement relief efforts with temporary effect.

4. Establishes food sovereignty
The dependence of Palestinians on their land for food production enables their sovereignty over their decisions and future.
If farmers are provided with essential inputs of production, the agricultural sector has the potential to regain its vitality. This will enable Gazans to oppose the blockade and famine.
In collaboration with partners in Gaza, we identified 500 farmers that are able to cultivate their land. The first group, consists of 30 farmers, who are ready and willing to plant 60 dunums as soon as possible.

Your contribution is essential.
How can you donate?

* **Online donation:** Select the Revive Gaza Farmland campaign through the donation page in our bio.

* **Bank transfer:** Contact us on WhatsApp (+962796559152) so we can send you Bank details.

* **Cliq transfer to APN.**

* **E-fawateer.com / Zain Cash transfer to Arab Group for the Protection of Nature.** Kindly send a photo of the transfer and your name to our WhatsApp.

* **In-person:** Visit our offices in Amman.